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The seriousness with which the U.S. and Mexico treat the Gold Cup often comes down to calendar convenience, but a regular, combined Copa América would fix that.
The Concacaf Gold Cup's Big-Picture Prestige Problem—and a Potential Solution
Football Manager (and its yearly iterations) is a soccer video game focused on the minutiae of managing a club more so than a game focused on playing the actual sport. Perhaps a few years late, the ...
The World’s Best Soccer Sim Is Finally Adding Women, And They’re Planning To Do It Better Than FIFA
It took Kyle Martino a week to move from a dejected, defeated U.S. Soccer presidential candidate to an excited entrepreneur, ready to put his ideas into action.
Kyle Martino sets new goals -- from the ground up
With the Opening Ceremony taking place Friday (on NBC10 andÂ streaming live), there is already plenty of action underway at the Tokyo Olympics. The U.S. womenâs softball teamÂ won their first two ...
5 to Watch: The Olympic Flame Is Lit in Tokyo
And also, you know, it's amazing how Democrats have embraced BLM which is proven itself to not be a movement interested in black lives or else they would speak out, again, on all these crime that's ...
'The Five' on Olympic athletes taking a knee
This week, area youth soccer players have had a chance to learn the game the same way it's taught at the highest level. Coaches working with Everton Soccer Camps have been running day camps at White ...
Soccer camps bring English game to Lakeshore
Even before the pandemic, film festivals faced an uphill battle in America. Here’s how they can adapt to the future.
American Film Festivals Have a Future If They’re Willing to Change (Almost) Everything
Watching coaches provide advice and tactics to players during the 2020 UEFA European Football Championship lead me to think about the similar parallels between managing soccer teams and supply chains.
What Can Soccer Teach Us About Supply Chain Planning?
With the Opening Ceremony set to begin at 6:55 a.m. ET on Friday morning (on NBC andÂ streaming live), there is already plenty of action underway at the Tokyo Olympics. The U.S. womenâs softball ...
5 to Watch: The Flame Will Be Lit at Tokyo Olympics Opening Ceremony
Stay up-to-date with the latest news on the 2021 summer transfer window as clubs buy, sell and loan players in preparation for next season. Rumours, negotiations, done ...
Soccer transfers live updates, 18 July: signings and news from LaLiga, Premier League, Serie A...
USWNT's shocking 3-0 defeat to Sweden was notable because the team hadn't lost in 44 games. But it was also notable because of just how bad it was.
United States looked lost and confused in Olympic opener as Sweden ended its unbeaten run
With the Opening Ceremony set to begin at 5:55 a.m. CT on Friday morning, there is already plenty of action underway at the Tokyo Olympics.
5 to Watch: Looking Toward the Opening Ceremony and Competition Has Already Begun
The International Olympic Committee also gave the 2032 Summer Games to the Australian city the same day competition started in Tokyo.
Olympics Updates: Sweden Upsets U.S. in Women’s Soccer Opener
Philadelphia Union defender Olivier Mbaizo stood in front of a group of kids, most of them ages 4-8, at Conservatory Field in Upper Darby after a two-hour soccer clinic. The children were asked by ...
The Swag brings soccer to inner-city kids through free clinics — and provides opportunities outside football and basketball
With the Opening Ceremony set to begin at 9:55 a.m. Friday (on NBC Bay Area and streaming live), there is already plenty of action underway at the Tokyo Olympics.
Rowing Kicks Off With Bay Area's Kara Kohler; Opening Ceremony Preview
The partnership extends Watford's association with crypto-adjacent firms, following its prior sponsorship by Sportsbet.io.
Watford FC Signs Sponsorship Deal With Crypto Betting Platform Stake.com
With the Opening Ceremony set to begin at 6:55 a.m. ET on Friday morning (on NBC 6 and streaming live), there is already plenty of action underway at the Tokyo Olympics. The U.S. women’s softball team ...
6 to Watch: Tokyo Olympics Opening Ceremony Must-See Moments and More
As the first pandemic Games in a century convene largely without spectators and opposed by much of the host nation, the disbelief and anger of those kept outside the near-deserted national stadium ...
As the Tokyo Games open, can the Olympic flame burn away the funk?
Athlete activism is making a comeback at these Olympic Games. When play starts at the Tokyo Games today, acts of free expression of the ...
Activism expected to be part of Games
Athlete activism is making a comeback at these Olympic Games. When play starts at the Tokyo Games on Wednesday, acts of free expression of the kind athletes were long banned from making at the ...

This is the story of two great sports. One is "America's game," while the other is "the world's game." Baseball and soccer are both beloved cultural institutions. What draws fans to one game is often a mystery to fans of the other. Despite superficial differences, however, the business and culture of these sports share more in common than meets the eye. This is the first in-depth, cross-cultural comparison of these two great pastimes and the megabusinesses that they have become. In N ational Pastime, Stefan Szymanski and Andrew
Zimbalist illustrate how the different traditions of each sport have generated different possibilities for their commercial organization and exploitation. They pay special attention to the rich and complex evolution of baseball from its beginnings in America, and they trace modern soccer from its foundation in England through its subsequent expansion across the world. They illustrate how Victorian administrators laid the foundation for Major League Baseball (MLB) and soccer leagues such as the English Premier League, Italy's Serie A, and
the European Champions League. The authors show how the organizers of baseball and soccer have learned from each other in the past and how they can continue to do so. Both sports are rich in tradition. In some cases, however, these traditions—often arbitrary rules established by long-defunct administrators—have obstructed the healthy development of the sport. By studying the experiences of other sports, it might be possible to develop new and better ways to operate. For example, soccer might benefit from greater cooperation
among teams as in baseball. On the other hand, MLB could learn from soccer's relegation rules and more open system of ownership, thus avoiding some of the excesses (competitive imbalance, uneven team resources) associated with monopoly. Nat ional Pastime does not advocate the jettisoning of all tradition to adopt wholesale the approach of another sport, of course. In an era of globalization, where business interests are increasingly looking to transplant organizational ideas in order to maximize profits, the authors argue that fanfriendly reforms may be necessary in order to avoid something worse. Ultimately, they propose no simple solutions, instead suggesting specific reforms to the organization of baseball and soccer, drawing on each other's experiences. Lively and accessibly written, this book is essential reading for business analysts, journalists, policymakers, and managers of both sports. Most of all, however, it will appeal to baseball and soccer aficionados, whether they root for the New York Yankees, Manchester United, or Real Madrid.
In 1988, FIFA decreed that the 1994 World Cup would be played in the United States †“ with the condition that the U.S. would start a new professional league. The North American Soccer League had failed just four years prior, and the prospects of launching a new league for Americans, who didn’t share the rest of the world’s love for soccer, were both exciting and daunting. The United States of Soccer is the engaging history of MLS’s bootstrap origins prior to its 1996 launch, its near-demise in the early 2000s, its surprising resilience and
growth in the following years, and its continued rise in respectability and recognition from soccer fans around the world. The book also explores the origin of a number of MLS’s best-known supporters groups †“ the superfans responsible for setting the tone within MLS stadiums and defining what it is to be a North American soccer fan. The book looks at how MLS helped develop the massive American audiences for the most recent men’s and women’s World Cups †“ peaking at 27 million for the 2015 Women’s World Cup finals †“ even as it
looks to expand its number of franchises and grow its audience in a sports-saturated world. Phil West chronicles those fans’ voices †“ intermingled with league officials, former players and coaches, journalists, and newspaper accounts †“ to detail MLS’s remarkable journey for those new to the U.S.’s top-tier league, as well as those who think they know the full MLS story.
This narrative of U.S. soccer’s history and present-day status addresses the issues of socioeconomics. Emphasizing the differences between social classes in U.S. soccer past and present, as well as those between American soccer and international football, this work analyzes the role of class in American soccer’s failure to carve out a more prominent place in the sports landscape. Contemporary soccer is explored from its beginnings in informal Parks and Recreation leagues to the development of formal club programs, and university,
professional, and U.S. national teams. In recent decades, Hispanic leagues formed primarily by Mexican and Central American immigrants have reinforced the theme of a class-based, exclusionary space in U.S. soccer. A personal perspective based on the authors’ experience coaching soccer at the informal level broadens the book’s appeal.
In Soccer in American Culture: The Beautiful Game’s Struggle for Status, G. Edward White seeks to answer two questions. The first is why the sport of soccer failed to take root in the United States when it spread from England around much of the rest of the world in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The second is why the sport has had a significant renaissance in America since the last decade of the twentieth century, to the point where it is now the 4th largest participatory sport in the United States and is thriving, in both men’s
and women’s versions, at the high school, college, and professional levels. White considers the early history of “Association football” (soccer) in England, the persistent struggles by the sport to establish itself in America for much of the twentieth century, the role of public high schools and colleges in marginalizing the sport, the part played by FIFA, the international organization charged with developing soccer around the globe, in encumbering the development of the sport in the United States, and the unusual history of women’s soccer in
America, which evolved in the twentieth century from a virtually nonexistent sport to a major factor in the emergence of men’s—as well as women's—soccer in the U.S. in the twentieth century. Incorporating insights from sociology and economics, White explores the multiple factors that have resulted in the sport of soccer struggling to achieve major status in America and why it currently has nothing like the cultural impact of other popular American sports—baseball and American football— which can be seen by the comparative lack of
attention paid to it in sports media, its low television ratings, and virtually nonexistent radio broadcast coverage.
The Fix is the most explosive story of sports corruption in a generation. Intriguing, riveting, and compelling, it tells the story of an investigative journalist who sets out to examine the world of match-fixing in professional soccer. From the Introduction Understand how gambling fixers work to corrupt a soccer game and you will understand how they move into a basketball league, a cricket tournament, or a tennis match (all places, by the way, that criminal fixers have moved into). My views on soccer have changed. I still love the Saturdaymorning game between amateurs: the camaraderie and the fresh smell of grass. But the professional game leaves me cold. I hope you will understand why after reading the book. I think you may never look at sport in the same way again.
The history of soccer in the United States is far richer and more complex than many people realize. Leagues competed in the U.S. as far back as the late 1800s, and in 1919 Bethlehem Steel became the first American professional soccer team to play in Europe when they toured Sweden. Multiple leagues existed during the early 1900s, but after the American Soccer Association folded in 1933, the country did not see a rebirth of professional soccer until 1967. It was a painful, hostile revival that saw dueling groups of American sports
entrepreneurs fracture into two separate professional leagues, The United Soccer Association (USA) and the National Professional Soccer League (NPSL). The Rebirth of Professional Soccer in America: The Strange Days of the United Soccer Association tells the story of this largely forgotten chapter in the sport’s history. The USA and NPSL were ragged, misshapen pieces of a puzzle that refused to fit together, two leagues competing directly for fans and revenue. While the USA was a league sanctioned by FIFA but absent from the nation’s
airwaves, the NPSL was considered an “outlaw” league by FIFA but it held an exclusive television contract with CBS. This would have been strange enough, but the USA league imported entire teams from Great Britain, Italy, and South America, including Stoke City, Wolverhampton Wanderers, Cagliari Calcio, and Bangu. This book recounts soccer riots in Yankee Stadium, teams with dual identities, World Cup winners on the pitch, and a cast of characters featuring the likes of Phil Woosnam, Lamar Hunt, Derek Dougan, and Gordon Banks.
Drawing on meticulous research and interviews, this book reveals the little-known story that unfolded on the field, in the boardroom, and across the country during this single strange season of professional soccer. Featuring an impressive group of global soccer legends, this book delivers a fascinating piece of soccer history for the growing legions of American soccer supporters, as well as for soccer fans around the world.
What does the world’s favorite sport mean in the United States? Despite the common belief that it is only a women’s sport, an immigrants’ sport, a small kids’ sport—or that hating soccer is very American, the new essays in this volume attest that soccer indeed is a very American and very popular sport, around since the 1940s. The all-new essays address issues concerning the business of the game, the meaning of men’s and women’s professional, national, high school and youth soccer, the community formed by the game, the media,
the referees, the hooliganism and the treatment of the sport in academe.
This edited volume considers the U.S.-Mexico soccer rivalry, which occurs against a complex geo-political, social, and economic backdrop. Multidisciplinary contributions explore how a long and complicated history between these countries has produced a unique rivalry—one in which loyalties split friends and family; fan turnout in many regions of the U.S. favors Mexico; and games are imbued with both national pride and politics. The themes of nationhood, geography, citizenship, acculturation, identity, globalization, narrative and
mythology reverberate throughout this book, especially with regard to how they shape place, identity, and culture.
Star-Spangled Soccer traces the development of soccer in the USA. It is the first book that tells the story of how the sport rose to extreme highs and suffered almost catastrophic lows as it fought to position itself on the American sports landscape, beginning with the announcement from FIFA in 1988 that America would host the 1994 World Cup.
Arguably the world's most popular sport, soccer has its own colorful lore, still little known in a nation only now beginning to give the game its due. This book offers the perfect opportunity to catch up on soccer's rich historyand to discover some of the funniest, most ironic, outlandish, and tragic stories ever to come out of the world of sports. Taking readers as far afield as the Faeroe Islands, Thailand, Madagascar, Belarus, Bhutan, and the North Pole, the selections inSoccer Storiesrange from the strange (Brazilian players paid in cattle by
their cash-strapped club) to the wild (the Mexican prison warden who threw open all the cell doors in celebration of a World Cup victory) to the comical (the referee who ejected himself). Here is the plane crash that wiped out the Italian team on the eve of its fifth straight national championship; the spiteful African club that scored 149 goals against itself in one game; and the youngster who banked a shot into the goal off a passing seagull. As lively as it is informative,Soccer Storieswill engage fans of all levels.
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